Greater Green Bay Health Care Alliance
CLINICAL SUBCOMMITTEE – MICROSOFT TEAMS MEETING MINUTES
Friday, October 28, 2022|8:30 AM
ATTENDEES: Scott Anderson-NWTC, Karen Ganey-AAH, Sherri Hanrahan-Bellin College, Laura Janssen-AAH, Carrie
Karcz-Bellin Health, Brian Krogh-NWTC, Kari Liebeck-NWTC, Annie Short-NEWAHEC, Cindy Theys-NWTC, Chris
Vandenhouten-UWGB, Kelly Verhasselt-Bellin Health, Ka Yang-UWGB, Debbie Thompson-NWTC
EPIC TRAINING UPDATE
There continues to be no progress with Epic, due to a continued lack of response, after various attempts. Annie Short
also reached out to all of her NEWAHEC board members, in the event they would have a connection. If anyone has an
Epic contact, Annie has the messaging created she would like sent. Contact Annie for more information.
Kelly Verhasselt shared that one of her colleagues has been working with some Epic reps who may be able to provide a
connection. Annie will be sending Kelly her messaging. Sherri Hanrahan suggested trying to connect with someone on
the Epic sales team.
CAREER FAIRS – LAURA JANSSEN, AAH
The GGBHCA has hosted joint career fairs in the past. These annual events were held from 2014 to 2018. The cost per
participating employer was $50 for 2014 and 2015 and $75 each for the remaining years. Proceeds were used to cover
event costs and GGBHCA website fees. Venues included the Kroc Community Center and the Green Bay Botanical
Garden (GBBG). Cindy Theys shared there was a subgroup, as a result of the GGBHCA recruitment initiatives, that setup
the Memory Café events at the GBBG. Laura asked for feedback if members would be interested in hosting another joint
event.
Some current efforts were discussed. AAH is partnering with high schools to attract them into the work world. They offer
various booths with different disciplines. AAH has also been working with their volunteer services that will bring
students in during their breaks and summer, exposing them to multiple disciplines and various shadows.
NEWAHEC offers an on-demand course that features various careers, in addition to a course that discusses
professionalism. They are working on a packet to send to high school counselors to share with interested students. A
program is also being piloted in Sheboygan that has students volunteering in the hospitals as part of a co-op, requiring
70 hours of volunteer time. Through a grant, NEWAHEC will be updating their health careers website and building
information for all the CESAs. They are also considering how to expand their professionalism classes. Members are
encouraged to contact Annie Short with any additional ideas they may have.
Scott Anderson shared that NWTC would be interested in a joint event, as they get a lot of high school requests.
Something coordinated by the GGBHCA would hold influence. Scott recommended members read the Wisconsin 2022
Health Care Workforce Report, if they haven’t already. The report discusses a lot of the current health care employment
issues.
Members agreed to create a small subgroup to continue the conversation and tentatively plan a spring 2023 event. High
schools, colleges and beyond could be targeted. Annie Short shared that NEWAHEC could serve as the fiscal agent. Scott
Anderson will contact NWTC’s marketing department and follow-up with Laura. The number of participating
organizations will need to be determined.
CPR QUESTION FOLLOW-UP – KAREN GANEY, AAH
The question was asked if American Red Cross BLS with the hands-on component be accepted and added to the health
requirements form. HSHS and Bellin Health both accept American Red Cross BLS with the hands-on component. Karen
shared that AAH’s response was ‘No,’ their policy will not change, in this regard.
HIPAA VIDEO – SHERRI HANRAHAN, BELLIN COLLEGE
Members agreed to have the video added to the GGBHCA website. The video, focused on professionalism and HIPAA
concerns, could be included as required learning for students.

FUTURE FUNDING OF THE GGBHCA WEBSITE
WordPress Website Two-Year Subscription (was $180) – Expires April 2024
WordPress Domain Registration One Year Subscription (was $18) – Expires February 2023
During today’s career fairs discussion, members agreed that proceeds from hosting these events could be used to fund
the website, as was done in the past.
MCE UPDATES – KAREN GANEY, AAH
AAH will be requesting an email and phone number to the mandatory compliance list, as students are not always
entering this information. This is a requirement for their IT department to provide access. More to come.
COVID UPDATES
AAH - Karen Ganey is working on their Covid guidelines and updates. Once approved, the changes will be updated on
their website.
Bellin Health has some Covid patients. There is concern about what the next few months will bring, due to more cases
of RSV, Covid, and flu. Kelly will keep the schools posted regarding any updates.
NEXT MEETING
The next GGBHCA meeting will be an in-person luncheon on Friday, December 2. More to come. Agenda:
✓ Epic Training Update
✓ Career Fairs
✓ MCE Updates – Karen Ganey, AAH
✓ Covid Updates
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